JAZZ GUITARATHON

See Page 2

Guitarathon participants: Joan Griffith, Tim Sparks, Kevin Daley, Ron Brown and David Roos.
(Not pictured: Scott Fraser, Dean Granros, Jim Ouska, and Loren Walstead)
JAZZ GUITARATHON IV

The Dakota Bar and Grill will be swingin' on Sunday, November 15 with the sounds of nine of the Twin Cities' finest guitarists. Joan Griffith, Scott Fraser, Tim Sparks, Dean Granros, Kevin Daley, Jim Ouska, Dave Roos, Ron Brown and Loren Walstead will play from 7:00 p.m. to midnight in one long marathon of jazz guitar stylings. I'm hoping for some acoustic performances from Dean Granros and Tim Sparks. Dean has been performing on dobro lately, I've heard, and perhaps Tim Sparks will agree to give us a taste of his arrangement of the "Nutcracker Suite."

I'm also excited by the prospect of hearing Loren "Wally" Walstead. Wally was one of the stars of Jazz Guitarathon I at the Triangle Bar way back in 1986. I look forward to hearing him again play those lightning fast, Charlie Parkerish arpeggios, Joan Griffith might bring her bass as well as the classical guitar she uses to perform the music of Brazil and Ron Brown will play guitar synthesizer and completely change the energy of the event. Kevin Daley, Dave Roos and Scott Fraser will, I assume, play straight-ahead jazz perhaps with an emphasis on originals. Jim Ouska, I hope, will lead the entire group in the jam session finale, as he did at Guitarathon III. The rhythm section for the evening will be Alden Akita on drums and Jim Chenowith on bass. These two will be in the real marathon accompanying each player for five hours.

Last year's guitarathon was SRO so get there as early as possible. Tickets are $10, $8 for members. Call the Dakota at 642-1442 and make your reservation now!—Steve Haskins

About the September and October Forums

September's forum at O'Gara's Bar and Grill had an attendance of about 30 guitar enthusiasts. Strangely most attendees were non-members that had seen the forum prominently displayed in the previous Friday's edition of the Star Tribune. I really wonder why more members don't attend our monthly forums. Don't they realize that forums are free? Or maybe they are unaware that each forum is a presentation usually given by two performers on topics concerning the guitar and related stringed instruments. In the last year our forums have included: Tim Sparks and Yannis Asemakes performing Mediterranean music on guitar and bouzouki, Curtis Teague, Loretta Simonet and Phil Rukavina in an all encompassing presentation on the mandolin and in October, Phil Heywood and Paul Hintz shared their knowledge of American finger-style guitar. Each forum took place in the "jazz room" at O'Gara's, so food and drink are easily available. What more could you ask for? And they're free! So come on members ... check out the November forum.

Upcoming Forums

November Forum: Harp & Autoharp

The November forum will take place Sunday, Nov. 22, 3 p.m., at O'Gara's. This forum will present a history of harp and autoharp. Gaylord Stauffer will give a short history of both classical and folk harp. Gaylord has been a member of the Minneapolis Civic Orchestra since 1981. He has performed at the Renaissance Fair for nine years and the Victorian Christmas for 7 years. He has performed for the Schubert Club and he is an artist/member of the Thursday Musical series.

Karen Mueller is the 1986 Autoharp champ at the Winfield Folk Festival. She's been teaching and performing in the Twin Cities for ten years. Karen just completed a month-long tour that included performances at the Memphis Dulcimer Festival, the Augusta Heritage Center and the California Traditional Music Society Festival. She will play and explain the autoharp and show us a few things about the dulcimer, too.

So make a note of November 22 and put it on the fridge so you won't miss this exciting, monthly MGS event.

December Forum

Wednesday, December 16, 7:30 p.m.
MacPhail Center for the Arts
1128 LaSalle Ave, Minneapolis

The December forum will be different and interesting. It will be a performance class taught by Anthony Titus, O. Nicholas Raths, Maria Olaya and Alan John-

DECEMBER FORUM, to page 4
John Holmquist

By Alan Johnston

In 1975, I went to the “Guitar 75” International Guitar Festival in Toronto, Canada. An important part of that first Toronto festival was the guitar competition. This was my first experience seeing a competition of this sort, and as I waited in the fourth or fifth row for the first competitor to come on stage to play, I was very anxious to see the level of playing. The first player to come out was Manuel Barrueco (who has since become one of the most famous guitarists in the world). He didn’t dress up much for the occasion but when he finished playing, a number of people still had disbelieving looks on their faces. Was this guy really representative of the level of competition to come? As it turned out, the level of the competitors was uneven; several of them have gone on to become today’s stars, but I suspect some of them are now stockbrokers or librarians. As is widely known, Minneapolis native Sharon Isbin won the “Guitar 75” competition that year and the Toronto competition was recognized from then on as the most important event of its kind in North America.

In 1975, John Holmquist, another Minneapolis guitarist also competed in the Toronto competition. He was eliminated in the semi-finals (if memory serves) but the stage was set for his return in 1978, the next year set for the big event. The successes of Isbin, Barrueco and Eliot Fisk (3 of the prize winners in ’75) had created high anticipation for ’78 and among those accepted after the taped round were some of the most gifted classical guitarists of their generation. When John Holmquist made it to the finals, it seem too far fetched to believe that another Minnesotan could win on the heels of Sharon Isbin’s ’75 win, especially when one considered that both David Tanenbaum and Michael Newman were finalists as well. He did win though, and he won on his terms—consummate musicianship, beautiful tone, expressive and well-crafted phrasing and clever programming—topped off by a standing ovation.

John now has an international reputation as guitarist and teacher. He teaches at the Cleveland Institute. He will be at the MacPhail Center on December 19 to do a master class. Call MacPhail at 627-4020 for more information.
JOHN PAUL HAMMOND turns 50 November 13th. For the last 30 years, he has been singing and playing the blues, having long been regarded as one of the most important acoustic blues artists in the world. His new CD *Got Love If You Want It*, is his first major label release in over 15 years, and highlights an already impressive career featuring more than 20 albums. This, however, doesn’t mean there weren’t significant recordings produced during the aforementioned 15 years. As proof, just listen to *John Hammond Live* on the Rounder label, or *Nobody But You* on the Flying Fish label. As an additional point of interest, Hammond does a variation of “Can’t Be Satisfied” on the *Live* CD, departing from his usual interpretation to conjure up visions of the originator of the song, Muddy Waters.

Hammond started listening to the blues when he was 12 and living in New York City. Influenced by original deep blues artists such as the legendary Robert Johnson, it wasn’t until the age of 16, when he bought a Lightnin’ Hopkins album, that he started singing the blues. One of his first performances occurred at the age of 17, when he was called upon to sing unaccompanied during a visit to a friend’s home in L.A. Also present was his father John Henry Hammond, a very big name in the musical industry and the force behind the careers of artists ranging from Leadbelly and Bob Dylan to Bruce Springsteen.

While he had been singing the blues and knew many of the songs, it wasn’t until he was almost 18 that he acquired his first guitar. According to Hammond, “this opened up a whole new world” to him. Hammond really admired Jimmy Reed, and thought his playing both the guitar and harmonica at the same time (by using a ‘rack’) was “really slick.”

Not until he was 18 that he acquired his first guitar. According to Hammond, “this opened up a whole new world” to him. Hammond really admired Jimmy Reed, and thought his playing both the guitar and harmonica at the same time (by using a ‘rack’) was “really slick.”

A brief stint at Antioch College in Ohio ended when Hammond just couldn’t figure out what he was doing there. This marked an important artistic transition for him. He had previously worked in sculpture, but the musician in him was evolving, and music became his true calling.

Now one might wonder how a son of a famous music business father living in a well-furnished New York apartment could have lived the type of life that would lead to singing and playing the blues. I mean, this is not your typical Mississippi Delta breeding ground for blues artists. However, John’s father and mother divorced when he was 6, and John lived with her. Actually, his father tried to discourage his son from going into the music business, but fortunately he was not successful, and John Paul Hammond (using his middle name to differentiate him from his well-known father) released his first Vanguard album in 1962 at the age of 20.

S. W. Bennett once said, “It is a great testament to the power of the blues that through them one can learn from others how to find freedom in yourself.” This was certainly prophetic, because this humble author has been listening to John Hammond since about 1969, when a poet friend turned me on to one of his albums. His music has gotten me through good times and bad, and I’ll bet it can do the same for you. Hammond once said, “The music I love most is the blues, and I sing them with all my heart.”

One listen and you’ll find it’s true, as have some very famous sidemen who played with Hammond in the ‘60s, such as Robbie Robertson, Duane Allman, Michael Bloomfield, and Jimi Hendrix.

S. W. Bennett once said, “It is a great testament to the power of the blues that through them one can learn from others how to find freedom in yourself.” This was certainly prophetic, because this humble author has been listening to John Hammond since about 1969, when a poet friend turned me on to one of his albums. His music has gotten me through good times and bad, and I’ll bet it can do the same for you. Hammond once said, “The music I love most is the blues, and I sing them with all my heart.”

One listen and you’ll find it’s true, as have some very famous sidemen who played with Hammond in the ‘60s, such as Robbie Robertson, Duane Allman, Michael Bloomfield, and Jimi Hendrix.
Guide Tone Improvisation: Part 2

By Kevin Daley

In my last article I demonstrated the emphasis of stressing third and seventh tones while improvising single note solos. These notes, commonly referred to as guide tone, are especially effective when introduced at the point of a chord change. By allowing roots and fifths, and occasionally 9ths, 11ths and 13ths (6ths) to appear as a part of your guide tone line, solid ascending and descending lines can be created. These lines provide an excellent foundation to embellish on. The following is an example of a descending line through a set of chord changes.

The following is an embellishment of the guide tone line shown above.
Too many guitarists

By Tate Ferguson

At about one out of three wedding receptions I play, somebody wants to come up and play my guitar. (At about one out of three weddings, somebody wants to come up and sing with the band.) This used to be a problem, but then I bought a cheap, used electric to use just for wedding receptions. Now I can hand out my budget Ibanez to a drunken groomsmen with a smile. If he decides to use it to pole-vault across the room, I’m out only $150, not $1000.

Lately the caliber of our guest guitarists has been improving dramatically. This is something I don’t like to see—I feel that I’m supposed to be the best guitarist in the room. A couple months ago, the groom came up, borrowed my axe, and did a creditable Stevie Ray Vaughan imitation. When he was through, I felt constrained to turn on my most frenzied, machine-gun licks, to show the crowd who was top dog, guitar-wise.

Truly, the electric guitar is the people’s instrument. It seems that you can throw a stick into any crowd and hit a dozen people who can play “Johnny B. Goode” adequately. As far as I can tell, there are at least two electric guitarists besides me who live on my block in south Minneapolis. You can hear them twanging away at 6:30 on any summer evening.

To be sure, this provides me with a most powerful impetus to practice. The guys down the block can do “Highway to Hell,” but they might not be able to do “Stella by Starlight,” and I need every advantage I can get.

There is one big advantage I have over much of my competition. I play in tune, and I don’t play too loud. God knows there’s nothing more thrilling than to smash a giant open E chord through a 100-watt amplifier turned up to about 8-1/2. But usually the guitarist is the only one who enjoys it.

If you combine high volume with intonation that’s even a little off, the audience will literally sprint from the room. On rare occasions you can hear even great guitarists play slightly out of tune. It’s no sin, but if you can avoid it, you’re that much ahead of the game, and that much ahead of the nine million other electric guitarists out there.

— Scott Fraser

GUITAR LESSONS
ALL STYLES
Beginner, Advanced & Professional
CALL SCOTT FRASER
241-0351
Serious Students Only!
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(Hendrix’s last job before forming the Experience was in John’s band). “I only knew Jimi for a short time, but I was really blown away,” Hammond said.

Eric Clapton and Ginger Baker (two-thirds of the most awesome trio in Rock ‘n’ Roll history—Cream), along with another blues demi-god, John Mayall, accompanied Hammond in his United Kingdom debut on the TV show, “Ready, Steady, Go!” in 1965. Other collaborators included Bill Wyman (the first Rolling Stone to appear on another artist’s record), who guested on the famous I Can Tell album in 1967. If you want to hear some real blues cookin’, just listen to the version of Willie Dixon’s “Soupful” on that disk.

Hammond’s passionate performances have earned him the admiration of some of the world’s legendary performers—Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf, John Lee Hooker (who appears on Hammond’s new CD), Willie Dixon, B.B. King, and more. Famed blues pianist Roosevelt Sykes plays on two tracks on the 1978 release Footwork. “I’ve played with most of the guys who were around

— Scott Fraser

ADVERTISE! ADVERTISE! ADVERTISE!
To Place An Ad In The Guitarist Call 331-5757

B & Sharp Music

MARTIN • GIBSON • YAMAHA • RICKENBACKER • KORG • KRAMER • B. C. RICH

781-6838

LOWRY & CENTRAL
2417 Central Av N.E.

— Scott Fraser
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in the '60's and right up until now," Hammond said.

Incidentally, when Hammond played this June at the Fine Line, and as usual with Hammond and his explosive right hand attack, he broke a string. Of course, for a solo artist, a broken string brings the concert to a screeching halt. My wife, who loves Hammond as much as I do, took this opportunity to walk right up to the stage and carry on a short conversation with him while he fixed his broken string, and to request a song. Gentleman that he is, he agreed to play her request next and proceeded to play the hit of the night, "Drop Down Mama."

The concert was great, but unfortunately for us, the International Hug Calling Champion of the Universe was in attendance that night, and decided to "call home the bacon" repeatedly during Hammond's performance. I think this same guy was at a performance Hammond gave at William's pub several years ago, and I think he was also sitting right behind me at the last Moody Blues concert I went to. Now I don't know about you, but frankly I don't know how someone can sit on stage and perform with this kind of distraction. I mean, where's the Terminator when you need him?

Recently, Starlicks Productions released the John Hammond Guitar Instruction Video. I have this video, which I purchased at the Roseville Guitar Center solely for the purpose of learning some of the magic behind John Hammond. But what I've found, in addition to one of the finest instruction videos I've ever seen, is a great documentary of John Hammond, including four brilliant performances scattered throughout the video. The most beautiful version of Robert Johnson's "Kind Hearted Woman Blues" ever recorded is in this video. You'll also find a fantastic version of "Ride Till I Die," a scorching version of "Drop Down Mama," and last but certainly not least, Son House's "Preachin' Blues." Hammond does the latter two songs on his 1937 National Resophonic Duolian guitar.

As you may know, National's are hard to find, but Hammond's got a good one and plays it like no one else. He has the ability to perform the raw deep Delta blues with an authenticity and passion unmatched by any other current per-

former. Among the blues singers, Hammond stands out for his complete giving of himself to his music. I strongly urge players and listeners to pick up a copy of this inspired video.

And don't forget to pick up a copy of the new CD. For that matter, the Vanguard Recording Society just released Hammond's 1976 album Solo on CD too, which will also allow you to catch a performance recorded live at the Vanguard in New York. As the name implies, the entire CD consists of Hammond playing and singing solo.

MGO marches again
By Joanne Backer

Cedarfest parade-goers were once again treated to the performance of the Marching Guitar Orchestra during the festivities on Sunday, August 16. This was the fourth appearance of the MGO since it was founded in 1987 by Dale Dahliquist, who was then the director of the West Bank School of Music. The school has sponsored it ever since, and any proceeds from the event have been used to fund some of their special programs.

Over the years, the size of the orchestra has varied with community involvement in the recruitment efforts and the efforts within the guitar-playing community. This year the MGO, which is perhaps the largest of its kind in the world, boasted approximately 100 members, including two electric guitarists who carried portable amps. Guitarists of all abilities were invited to participate in the orchestra, and could register with the school either in advance or on the morning of the event. Rehearsals preceded the parade. The MGO performed "This Land is Your Land," "Will the Circle Be Unbroken," and "Hey, Jude," and this year's parade also featured an innovation in the marching. To the delight of many onlookers, the guitarists performed maneuvers at several points along the route.

Plans for future MGO appearances are under way.
This is a continuation of my last article on Standard Song form. In the previous article we learned the A, A — sections of a standard tune. This is the "B" section (Bridge) and "C" section, or "Last A" as it is sometimes called. We take a couple harmonic detours but get back home quickly! Have fun — David Roos
MN GUITAR SOCIETY:
NOV / DEC
Member Performance Calendar

If you would like to be included in the next calendar (Jan/Feb), please jot down the pertinent facts (time, date, venue, ticket price & any interesting tidbits) and mail to: MGS, PO Box 14986, MPLS, MN 55414 or call 333-0169 and leave a message.

1 NOV......The Minneapolis Guitar Quartet performs in New Orleans at the GFA Festival. Call Joel Hagebohn at 594-7406 for details.

2 NOV......JIM OUSKA solo guitar, noon-1 p.m., Galtier Plaza, St. Paul.

3 NOV......JOAN GRIFFITH w/Naima, at the Hotel Luxford, MPLS.

4 NOV......CURTIS & LORETTA are hosting an Open Stage at the Cedar Cultural Center, 416 Cedar Av. S. Show starts at 7:30 p.m.; if you wish to perform, sign up at 6:30 p.m. $2 donation requested for those who wish to perform.

6 NOV......KAREN MUELLER performs on a tour with guitar at Anderson Mansion on the Towerview Campus, Red Wing Tech College (Hwy. 91 and Co. Rd. 19), 7 p.m. FFR: David Vincent at 363-1243.

KEVIN DALEY TRIO performing at Fitzgerald’s, Galtier Plaza, St. Paul, 8-10:30 a.m.-noon.

STEVE HASKIN, contemporary steel string guitar, St. Paul Student Center, FREE.

7 NOV......JIM OUSKA w/The Blenders, Schuler’s, Golden Valley, 9-11.

BOBBY BROOM, jazz and R&B guitarist, master-class at MacPhail Center, MPLS. Tickets: students, $5 (adv), $6 (door); general public, $10 (adv), $12 (door). Scheduled for afternoon class. call 627-4020 for time.

9 NOV......Hillhouse Parlor Concerts featuring JEFFREY VAN on solo guitar at the James J. Hill House on Summit Avenue, St. Paul, 7:30 p.m. Admission is $10. For reservations, 295-6205.

10 NOV......KEVIN DALEY at the New Riverside Cafe, 7-11 p.m. FREE but please tip the musician.

11 NOV......MICHAEL & TONY HAUSER guitar duo in concert at U of No. Dakota, Grand Forks, ND.

12 NOV......JIM OUSKA w/The Blenders, Viking Bar.

13 NOV......JIM OUSKA w/The Blenders, O’Gara’s in St. Paul.

THE BLUE DRIFTERS, at Dulono’s Pizza, MPLS. Bluegrass.

REUBEN RISTROM w/a trio at Suzette’s from 8:00 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

14 NOV......JIM OUSKA w/The Blenders, St. Anthony East, MPLS.

THE BLUE DRIFTERS, at Dulono’s Pizza, MPLS. Bluegrass.

REUBEN RISTROM w/a trio at Suzette’s from 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

16 NOV......JEFFREY VAN, see 119.

17 NOV......JOAN GRIFFITH w/Naima, Loring Bar, 8:30 to 12:30.

19 NOV......JOAN GRIFFITH, solo guitar, Galtier Plaza, St. Paul, noon-1 p.m. FREE.

20 NOV......JIM OUSKA w/The Blenders, Christensen’s, St. Paul.

21 NOV......JIM OUSKA, see item 11/20.

22 NOV......KAREN MUELLER plays for the MGS forum, 11:30 a.m. at O’Gara’s. FREE. See article on page 2.

GENE SWANSON w/flutist Claudia White and soprano Resanne Ferreri-Feske in recital at University Club in St. Paul. FREE.

JEFFREY VAN plays solo guitar for a half-hour concert at First Covenant Church, 1280 Arcade St., St. Paul, 4 p.m. for the Fine Arts Commission.

3 DEC......JIM OUSKA w/Jeff King, St. Paul Student Center, noon-1 p.m. FREE.

CURTIS & LORETTA, performing a Christmas Show at Ridgegale Shopping Ctr. from 5-6 p.m.

4 DEC......James McGuire performs "Oh, Be Joyful," by JEFFREY VAN with the Gustavus Adolphus College Concert Choir in the "Christmas in Christ Chapel" program. 7 p.m. (also 3 p.m. on 12/5 & 12/6).

KAREN MUELLER on autoharp, guitar and mandolin with Tom Schafer on violin and Pete Matheson on bass at Dulono’s Pizza, Lake St., MPLS., 9 p.m.-1 a.m.

REUBEN RISTROM w/Eddy Higgins and a quartet at Suzette’s, 8:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m.

TONY TITUS, Guitar ensemble, Brady Ed. Ctr., College of St. Thomas, 8 p.m. FREE.

5 DEC......JAMES McGUIRE, see item 12/4.

KAREN MUELLER, see item 12/4.

REUBEN RISTROM, see item 12/4.

6 DEC......JAMES McGUIRE, see item 12/4.

10 DEC......JIM OUSKA w/The Blenders, Viking Bar.

12 DEC......DAVID ROOS, Let’s Get Lost, tribute to Chet Baker, St. Paul Student Center Aud. 8 p.m.

JIM OUSKA w/The Blenders, St. Anthony East, MPLS. FREE.

KAREN MUELLER plays for a Christmas special at the Living History Farm, Des Moines, IA.

JOAN GRIFFITH w/Ann Reed, Children’s Theatre, 8 p.m.

13 DEC......KAREN MUELLER, see item 12/12.

14 DEC......CURTIS & LORETTA, see item 12/3.

15 DEC......DAVID ROOS w/Ilicit Sextet, 9 p.m., Loring Cafe, MPLS.

17 DEC......CURTIS & LORETTA, see item 12/3.

18 DEC......DAVID ROOS w/Ilicit Sextet, the Dakota Cafe & Grill, St. Paul, 9 p.m.

19 DEC......DAVID ROOS, see item 12/18.

JIM OUSKA w/The Blenders, Schuler’s, Golden Valley.

JOAN GRIFFITH, see item 12/12.

21 DEC......CURTIS & LORETTA, see item 12/3.

25 DEC......CURTIS & LORETTA, performing at Dulono’s, Garfield & Lake St., MPLS. 9 p.m.-1 a.m. Family pizzeria, FREE.

26 DEC......CURTIS & LORETTA, see item 12/25.

JOAN GRIFFITH & Naima every Sunday evening, Radisson Ridgegale, 10 a.m.-2 p.m., through December ’92.

JIM OUSKA & The Blenders, every Sunday evening, O’Gara’s, St. Paul.

MICHAEL HAUSER, every Friday & Saturday night, Milano’s (Lake & Lyndale, MPLS). Flamenco guitar w/dancer.

DAVID ROOS & Ilicit Sextet, every other Wednesday, O’Gara’s, St. Paul. 9:30-12:30.

TIM SPARKS, every Wednesday evening, 6:30-8:30, Loring Cafe, MPLS. AND every Sunday brunch, 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m., Dakota Bar & Grill, St. Paul.
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FOR SALE: ALTON 1/2-size class. guit. w/case. Ex cond. 445-3312.

I BUY GUITARS! Dakota Dave Hull 333-1660.


FOR SALE: Yamaha G231-II classical w/padded case. Hardly been used. $185 Franc. 722-1344.

FOR SALE: Sequential Circuits Prophet 600. $275 Caroline 822-1645.

GUITAR STUDENTS—The MacPhail Center for the Arts in Mpls. holds informal performance workshops each month. If you would like to try out a new piece or just observe, contact Alan Johnston at 627-4020.

FOR SALE: Mahogany sides & back, handmade, cust. class. guit.—spruce top & hardshell case. Rich, resonant sound $600, B/O. 738-7154 between 8-9 pm.


FOR SALE: Contreras "studio" guitar, 1972, apprais. at $1075. Except offer, Caroline 377-8402.


WANTED: Does anyone know where I can buy a cassette or LP of "CHOPS" by Joe Pass? Or someone who will make me a copy of considerable quality for a reasonable price? Contact: Wayne S. Gardner, 2412 14½ Ave., Cameron, WI 54822; 715-559-2901.


GUITAR INSTRUCTION RIGHT IN YOUR HOME! Bluegrass, classical, C&W, Spanish and other styles. Call the Melody School of Music 871-3165. 7 days a week 10 pm. $20 reward for anyone who refers a friend who takes lessons for a month—unlimited offer.


FOR SALE: FENDER PRECISION BASS, made in USA, ex. cond., $345. SUNN BASS AMP, tubes well preserved, $110. 786-4837.

MN Mandolin Orchestra is looking for guitarists. We play classical, ragtime, ethnic and folk music. Call Jack at 375-3309 (days) and 931-9653 (evenings).

OVATION Custom BALLADEER Model #1612 FOR SALE w/hardshell case. $439 firm. YAMAHA G-120A CLASSICAL w/case $500. 786-4837.


FOR SALE: '79 Fender Strat, USA, Nat. fin. Maple neck, ex. cond. $500/800. Fender Deluxe 85 Amp (new) $275/800. Lar- rivee L-6, spruce top, mahogany sd & bk, ex. cond., $750/800. 612-653-7571, leave msg.
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